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Thevelocityofaxiallymovingslenderfiberofviscoelasticfluidisanimportantfac-
tor in mass-production of crimped fibers in stuffer box crimping and bubble
electrospinning.AgoverningequationforfibercrimpisobtainedbytheHamilton's
principle, and the natural frequency and critical axially moving velocity are ob-
tained analytically by considering the thermal effect. It is concluded that a high
temperature gradient can greatly enhance the production ratio and guarantee the
fundamental transverse vibration. Additionally the effects of the tensile axial load
and amplitude on transverse vibration are also elucidated.
Key words: axially moving fiber, natural frequency, mode shape,
variational principle, crimped fiber
Introduction
Crimped fibers, especially crimped nanofi-
bers,have manypotential applications inairfil-
tration, water filtration, radiation protection,
fuel cell, and many others due to high sur-
face-to-volume ratio. The stuffer box crimping
[1] (fig. 1) is widely used for fabrication of
crimped fibers with diameters larger than 1 mi-
crometer (fig. 2), and the bubble electrospin-
ning [2, 3] (fig. 3) is used for production of
crimped nanofibers with diameters less than
1000 nanometers (fig. 4) [4, 5].
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Figure1.CrimpingmechanisminthestufferboxThe mechanism of fiber crimp is due to the
transverse vibration of an axially moving slen-
der fiber of viscoelastic fluid before solidifica-
tion, in this paper we will study the thermal ef-
fect on transverse vibration.
Governing equation
InthispaperwewillusetheHamilton'sprin-
ciple to derive the governing [6]:
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where K is the kinetic energy of the moving fi-
ber, U – the total potential energy, and L – the
length of the fiber.
The kinetic energy of the moving fiber can
be written in the form [7]:
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where w is the transverse displacement, A section area, Dw/Dt material derivative of the trans-
verse displacement, defined as:
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where u is the velocity of the moving fiber. Equation (2) can be written in an equivalent form:
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Figure 2. Morphology of crimped fibers Figure 3. Crimping mechanism in the bubble
electrospinning
Figure 4. Morphology of PLA/DMF crimped
nanofibers by bubble electrospinningThe potential energy constitutes the following three parts.
(1) Work done by the compressive and tensile axial loads:
UN x
L
1
0
  eLd (5)
where N can be expressed as:
N=F A–P A (6)
where F is the liquid fiber's tension per area and P – the fluid pressure. According to Bernoulli
equation, the fluid pressure can be approximately written in the form:
Px B u ()  rr 1
2
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The non-linear strain reads [8] :
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where a is a constant and DT – the temperature gradient.
(2) Potential energy
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(3) Bending energy
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The total potential energy for the moving fiber is:
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Using eq. (1), and considering the following relation:
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we can obtain the following governing equation:
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Critical velocity of the axially moving slender fiber
Thevelocity ofthe axially movingslender fiberplaysakeyroleinmass-production of
crimped fibers. A higher velocity is much needed for a higher production ratio, however an in-
creaseofumightresultinnotransversevibration,asaresult,nocrimpedfiberscanbeproduced.
Therefore, itisnecessarytopick out the mainfactorsaffecting the critical velocity ofthe axially
moving slender fiber.
The solution of eq. (15) can be presented in the form:
w(x, t)=W(x)cos wt (16)
where Wisthe normalfunction and w– the natural frequency. Substituting eq. (16) into eq. (15)
results in :
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Using the Galerkin technology, we obtain the following differential equation for the
mode shape of vibration:
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The expression of the normal function is assumed to have the form:
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Using the Galerkin technology, and ignoring higher harmonic term, we have the fol-
lowing fundamental frequency of vibration:
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The fundamental frequency is:
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Condition of stability is:
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and the first critical velocity:
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below which the fundamental transverse vibration occurs.
Discussion and conclusion
From eq. (25), it is obvious that a high temperature gradient can greatly improve the
production ratio and guarantee the fundamental transverse for fabrication of vibration for
crimped fibers. Furthermore a high temperature gradient during the spinning process can en-
hancesolidification duetosolventevaporation. Ahightensileaxialloadandlargeramplitudeof
the crimped fiber are also two effective factors to improve the production ratio.
In this paper a governing equation for fiber crimpconsidering the thermal effect is ob-
tained, and the firstfrequency and firstcritical velocity ofthe movingfiberareobtained analyti-
cally, which can be used for controlling the spinning process.
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